Differential contributions of hippocampus, amygdala and perirhinal cortex to recognition of novel objects, contextual stimuli and stimulus relationships.
This study examined contributions of the hippocampus, amygdala and perirhinal cortex to memory. Rats performed a cover task, and changes to stimulus identity or relationships were used to test incidental memory. Rats with hippocampal damage showed deficient responses to relationship changes, but demonstrated knowledge of the position and identity of the target object. They over-focused on the most predictive stimuli, and failed to acquire associations including surrounding cues. Rats with amygdala damage responded to changes involving distal stimuli, and showed deficient responses to novel objects and object relationships. These rats may be highly reliant on relational representations, resulting in a reduced salience for individual novel stimuli. Rats with perirhinal damaged responded to novel stimulus relationships and distal cues, but showed deficient responses to novel objects, suggesting that changes in identity had reduced salience. Implications for declarative and conjunctive hippocampal theories are discussed.